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It's time to Spellebrate!
We received nominations for Spellebrities from all over the world, from professionals and family
members as well as spellers who nominated themselves or a friend. It is clear that these
Spellers have truly made an impression on folks in the Spellerverse! 

After the nominations were reviewed, we found the following four recurring themes: Dauntless,
Ambassador, Influencer, and Humanitarian.  All of the nominated Spellebrities are being
honored on the I-ASC website with a personalized Spellebrity Trading Card which will also be
shared  through social media.  

The I-ASC Nonspeaking Leadership Council  had the difficult task of selecting five Spellebrities
from each category, to spotlight as Spellebrity ALL STARS. The All Stars will be interviewed and
we will share their stories through the I-ASC blog so you can get to know these incredible
humans! 

One Speller, Danny Whitty, fit all four of the categories and is our Four Star Spellebrity.  Read
Danny's interview to learn more about his advocacy and passion for the nonspeaking
community.   



SpellX is a global, ground-breaking, salon style event,
featuring short presentations (think TedX style
format) by nonspeaking people who spell and type!
SpellX will take place on November 7, from 6-9 pm in 6
virtual salons spanning 6 geographical regions/time
zones making SpellX available to communities across
the world and the spellerverse! Each salon will be
hosted by nonspeaking and speaking emcees who will
present recorded presentations from the spellers and
interact with the audience.

Virtual salons will be held in:

North America - 6-9 pm EST 
North America - 6-9 PST
South America - 6-9 GMT +3
Europe & UK - 6-9 GMT 
South Africa - 6-9 GMT +2
South Pacific (NZ, AU) 6-9 GMT +12

Registration for Spell X 
Coming Soon
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MORE INFO

SpellX
November 7, 2020

Words worth a listen

https://i-asc.org/getting-to-know-your-neurodiverse-community/


Years ago I saw a movie that left a subtle yet lasting
impact on me. You know the films I’m talking about?
Where you can’t really remember the name of it, but
one, maybe two key scenes easily come to mind during
some discussion. Well after the image of Will Smith
sitting on the floor of a public restroom cradling his
son’s sleeping head in his lap appeared in my mind for
the umpteenth time, I found myself searching for that
movie’s name on my phone. 

The Pursuit of Happyness is a movie based on the life of
Chris Gardner, a man who struggled with homelessness
while raising his son as a single parent. It is a powerful
and at times painful journey to watch, but the message
is clear. Your focus can determine your reality. We’ve all
heard aphorisms like these and about the power of
positive thinking which can seem trite thanks to the
complexities in our daily lives. But one adage which
seems to hold relevance is that things are not always as
they appear to be, including catchy little sayings!

More now than ever, we need to reset our expectations
about what we can and cannot control during these
unprecedented times.
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When Life Throws %$@#! at You,
Cover it in Glimmer!

READ MORE

Triggers & Glimmers

https://i-asc.org/autistic-reflections-on-racism/


What is SpellX 

If you haven’t heard the news, there’s a BUZZ in the
SPELLERVERSE about an upcoming event called
SpellX. The name itself is INTRIGUING, because it
sounds both familiar and MYSTERIOUS, especially
with that “X” at the end!  Since we want everyone to
know about it, this lesson will DISPEL (or get rid of)
any mystery surrounding SpellX and explain why it
might sound familiar.  Plus, not only is this a lesson
about SpellX, but it’s also your INVITATION to present
and attend!

SpellX is an annual event being organized by the
team at I-ASC, in collaboration with its Nonspeaking
Leadership and the Spellers & Allies Network.  If you
don’t already know, I-ASC is an ACRONYM (a short
form made of the first letters of each word) for the
International Association for Spelling as
Communication.  Producing a big Speller event is an
ideal way for I-ASC to press forward in its MISSION
“to advance communication access for nonspeaking
individuals globally through training, education,
advocacy and research”.  What better way than to
show the world a variety of things on the minds of
nonspeakers AND let us all hang out together at the
same time?

GET LESSON
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https://i-asc.org/neurolyrical-cafe/


Community Members Read
from Neurolit Reading List
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In recent years, as nonspeaking writers have come of
age, their voices and their words are beginning to
penetrate outside our own community. We are gaining
an audience not just within those who believe and
value the competence of our nonspeaking autistics
but beyond the walls that have kept us in for so long. 

This Summer, I-ASC launched a NeuroLit Reading 
campaign to encourage readers to immerse
themselves in books by our about neurodiverse
people. This reading campaign reminds us that we are
not a single story! 

After the success of the NeuroLit Reading campaign,
we invited members of our community to read
excerpts of books from our NeuroLit Summer Reading
List.  Take a listen to the audio and video recordings
from some of the most influential folks in the
neurodiverse universe! 

LISTEN HERE

https://i-asc.org/neurolyrical-cafe/

